Mentor-Mentee Agreement

The mentor: ____________________________________________

and mentee: _____________________________________________

beginning: ___________________________ hereby jointly agree to the following:

1. Communication on a regular basis. It is anticipated that this will involve at least one (1) face-to-face meeting each semester.

2. Confidentiality regarding all discussions. The instances in which parties are legally bound to reveal confidences are (a) if a situation arises involving a threat to self or another person, or (b) if a legal subpoena is issued by a court of law.

3. Re-evaluation of the mentoring agreement annually.

4. Termination of the agreement at any time, if necessary, by either party, with no fault attached.

In addition, the mentor agrees to the following:

• To provide career and possibly lifestyle advice to the mentee.

• To share frankly my observations and ask career relevant questions.

Signed:

__________________________  __________________________
Mentor  Date

And the mentee recognizes

• That the mentor, in making a good faith effort to advise and guide, is not acting as an agent of the university or making promises on behalf of the university.

Signed:

__________________________  __________________________
Mentee  Date